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Sept 2020 to Aug 2021

• 1,543 children will have visited Warning Zone during the 2020/21 
academic year and Aug summer holiday

• 2,271 young people had Roadcrew show in 2020/21 academic year

• 2 cases referred from Loughborough Children and Family Services for 
tailored sessions for a child and their family member on their specific 
vulnerability to risks and risky behaviour.

• Already over 50% booked for 2021/22 academic year, with increased 
interest all round. 
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Innovations

• At least 1,500 children reached through ‘Zone Into Safety’ Modules so 
far

• Approximately 5,000 young people reached through Roadcrew videos

• At least 300 front line professionals reached through our webinar 
session with Prevent on online radicalisation of CYP 

• At least 120 parents reached through our workshops for parents at 
Summer Open Days
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Year 6 teacher, Dec 2020.

‘I just wanted to say thank you so much for making our trip to Warning 
Zone so memorable.

Despite the current climate, every zone was still made fully accessible 
for the children and they still managed to learn just as much as they 
would have done in “ordinary” times.

Everything was safely signed and we were fully briefed before entering 
the zones about how to stay safe. 

We really were pleased that even a global pandemic wouldn’t stop our 
children from learning the priceless life skills that they do at Warning 
Zone!’ 
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Parent of Year 6 children, July 2021

‘I just wanted to thank you for such a great day yesterday at Warning 
Zone. All the children I took had learnt something. They loved the 
surprise interactive bits and the alleyway in Personal Safety.

It was far better than expected and the rooms were so great - lots to 
see with high impact factors. I think you all do a great job and all kids in 
Leicestershire and Rutland should go. Special thanks to the volunteers 
who said they were doing extra days above and beyond. Thanks again.’
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Modules User – Year 6 teacher, July 2021

‘The video footage in the Dangerous Places module was outstanding. 
Credit to all who starred in the videos – you did a great job. 

The Resilience to Coercion module was also hugely beneficial as most 
resources available online are not suitable for Yr6 children. “It’s OK to 
say No” was a hugely powerful message for our children.’
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Recent feedback from young people on Roadcrew
shows since May 2021:

• 'Just a quick note to thank you both so much for your time, energy and 
effort today. All the feedback has been so positive and I thank you very 
much on behalf of the 960 students you addressed today – wow!!' 

• 'That was the best assembly I've had. I'll be honest, I came in this morning 
thinking I'd be bored but I didn't know most of that stuff' - Year 8 student

• 'We've never had an assembly like that, that was really good' - Year 9 
student

• 'Most people just tell us obvious things we already know but that was really 
interesting. You actually know what you're talking about' - Year 9 student 

• 'It's always a worry when we bring new people in that they won't engage 
the kids, but they were all on the edge of their seats all the way through' -
Year head  
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Current Initiatives

Zones

• Personal Safety – resilience to coercion, county lines and knife 
possession

• Future ideas – online radicalisation, sexual harassment, WZ in Rutland

QAVS

• Volunteer recruitment

Wellbeing at Work
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